Radiological study of the brain at various stages of human immunodeficiency virus infection: early development of brain atrophy.
One hundred and one persons infected with human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1), in whom other central nervous system infections or diseases were excluded, underwent brain CT and/or MRI at various stages of HIV-1 infection: 29 were asymptomatic (ASX), 35 had lymphadenopathy syndrome (LAS), 17 had AIDS-related complex (ARC), and 20 had AIDS. A control group of 32 HIV-1-seronegative healthy persons underwent brain MRI. The most common finding was brain atrophy, found in 9% of controls, and 31% of ASX cases, 29% of LAS, 59% of ARC and 70% of AIDS. Even the difference between the ASX or LAS groups and controls was significant. The changes were bilateral and symmetrical, and they were more severe at later stages of infection. Infratentorial atrophy was seen in the early stages; supratentorial atrophy became more pronounced at ARC, and generalized atrophy was typical of AIDS. Non-specific small hyperintense foci were found on MRI in 13% of controls and 6-15% of the infected groups. Larger, diffuse, bilateral white matter infiltrates were detected in 4 demented patients with AIDS. Four patients with AIDS and 1 with LAS had focal hyperintense lesions in the internal capsules, lentiform nuclei or thalamus, often bilateral on MRI. One patient with AIDS, examined with CT only, had low density in the lentiform nucleus. Loss of brain parenchyma can occur at an early stage of HIV-1 infection, and the atrophic process becomes more intense at later stages (ARC and AIDS). Parenchymal infiltration, seen as hyperintense areas on MRI, is most often associated with severe clinical symptoms, in the later stages of the disease.